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CASE # DATE TIME LOCATION INCIDENT CLASSIFICATION ARREST 

JA 

Referred  

T-IX 
PCO  

ID 

OFC. 

I.D. 

2105-0001 05/02/2021 1624 CMRC  Assault 2nd Degree  Officers responded to a 

verbal and then physical 

altercation which occurred 

between students in a 

residence hall. The 

Residential Director was on 

scene and advised the 

students would be 

temporarily separated. 

Minor injuries reported. 

Medical attention was 

refused. Referred to the 

office of Student Conduct.  

JA  43 1142 

2105-0002 05/05/2021 2008 Haley Hall CDS ( Unfounded) Officers responded to a call 

for suspected CDS 

(marijuana) detected by a 

Residential Director 

performing building checks. 

Investigation revealed a 

faint smell but no marijuana 

present.  

  43 1128 

2105-0003 05/09/2021 1028 Haley Hall  Misc. Incident (Open 

Window)  

Officers observed an open 

window on the exterior of a 

residential dwelling. The 

room had no evidence of 

occupancy. The window 

was closed and the 

Residential Director was 

advised so that it could be 

secured.  

  44 1153 

2105-0004 05/09/2021 2040 CMRC Fire  Officers responded to a fire   43 1142 
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alarm activation. The 

building was evacuated and 

PGFD responded. A student 

advised while cooking the 

fire alarm was set off. 

Officers observed fire 

damage to kitchen cabinets 

and standing water 

throughout the dwelling. 

PGFD turned off the 

sprinklers and declared the 

building safe to re-occupy. 

CMRC maintenance crews 

were on scene for clean-up 

purposes. No injuries 

reported. 

2105-0005 05/13/2021 1153 CMRC Disorderly Conduct Officers responded to a call 

for a disorderly student 

which was being denied 

entry to a residence hall due 

to refusal to show their 

COVID-19 clearance badge. 

The student eventually 

calmed down and went to 

get tested for clearance to 

enter the building without 

further incident. Referred to 

the Office of Student 

Conduct. 

JA  41 1153 

2105-0006 05/13/2021 1618 MLK Lost Property An individual responded to 

the BSUPD to report a lost 

wallet. Lost and found was 

checked with negative 

results and a report was 

  53 1128 
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taken. 

2105-0007 05/13/2021 1815 NSC Found Property A BSU employee responded 

to the BSUPD to turn in 

found property. The bag 

was inventoried and the 

owner identified. The owner 

later responded to retrieve 

the property and advised 

nothing was missing at that 

time.  

  43 1128 

2105-0008 05/14/2021 0756 Robinson Hall Damaged Property While conducting premise 

checks, a BSU security 

guard observed a cracked 

glass door on the left front 

outer door of the Robinson 

Hall main entrance. A work 

order was completed and 

forwarded to facilities for 

repair. 

  41 1143 

2105-0009 05/14/2021 2330 Off Campus Welfare Check Officers received a call 

from an employee 

concerned about a student 

who was off campus in their 

residence. Officer contacted 

the local jurisdiction where 

the student resides to 

perform a welfare check at 

that student’s residence.  

  54 1145 

2105-0010 05/18/2021 1233 MLK 326 Property Damage Officers observed a 

damaged door while 

performing panic alarm test. 

Investigation revealed an 

employee was having 

problems entering and 

  41 1153 
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exiting the door and the 

door was damaged by 

facilities trying to enter the 

office. A work order was 

completed. 

2105-0011 5/18/2021 1151 CMRC Misc. Incident ( Water 

Main Break) 

Officers responded to a fire 

alarm activation. 

Investigation revealed there 

was a water main break 

between the first and second 

floors of the building. 

PGFD responded and turned 

off the water. Water damage 

reported on the first floor. 

RD’s were on scene and 

contacted facilities. No 

injuries reported. 

  57 1145 

2105-0012 5/20/2021 1140 Facilities Building Medical Emergency Officers observed an 

ambulance on campus. 

Investigation revealed a 

staff member was having 

abdominal pains and was 

transported to the hospital.  

  41 1153 

2105-0013  05/24/2021 1320 Robinson Hall  Medical Emergency  Officers responded to a call 

for an employee not feeling 

well. EMS was called and 

responded. The employee 

refused transport to the 

hospital and was advised to 

contact their physician. 

  44 1153 

2105-0014 05/25/2021 1420 Stadium Medical Emergency Officers responded to the 

football field for a high 

school student which passed 

out during a high school 

  43 1153 
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graduation due to heat 

exhaustion. The school 

nurse was on scene and the 

student refused EMS 

services. The student was 

taken home by their parents. 

 


